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Sample Grading Rubric1

How I Grade Student Essays: Prof. David M. Freidenreich
❖ While reading and reflecting on an essay that a student has written outside of class, I ask myself

the following set of questions:
1. Does the essay have a clear thesis and make a consistent argument from beginning to

end?
2. Does the thesis relate to an appropriate question or topic (or: to the assigned topic)?
3. Is the argument based on evidence derived from appropriate texts (or: assigned texts)?
4. Does the essay assign credit in some manner to ideas derived from others?
5. Does the essay contain long stretches of quotations or summaries that remain

unanalyzed?
6. Does the essay contain a significant number of improperly constructed sentences or basic

grammatical errors?
❖ If the answer to any of questions 1-4 is "no," or if the answer to either of questions 5–6 is "yes,"

the paper usually receives some kind of C = flawed. Multiple wrong answers or egregiously
wrong answers may result in even lower grades. The highest possible grade for such an essay is a
B- (= not as good as it should be).

❖ For essays that pass these basic tests, I add the following questions:
1. How thoughtful is the essay overall? Does it demonstrate real originality and critical

engagement with the subject matter?
2. How adequate is the thesis? Does it respond to its question or topic in a full and

interesting way? Does it have an appropriate degree of complexity?
3. How effectively does the argument of the essay account for the evidence in the texts the

paper analyzes? How sensitive is the essay's treatment of the evidence?
4. How well organized is the essay? Is the structure of the paper clear? How easy is it to

identify the essay's thesis and follow its argument? Does every paragraph address a single
point that relates to the overarching argument? Does the essay have a conclusion that
addresses the implications of its argument, or does it just stop?

5. How efficient and clear is the essay's style? Is the essay wordy or awkwardly worded?
Are there sentences that I need to read twice to understand? Is the writing marked by any
special elegance?
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6. Are the mechanics of grammar, citation style, and the like accurate and consistent?
7. Can I hear a lively, intelligent, interesting, and engaged voice speaking to me (or another

audience, if that's what the writer intends) as I read the essay?
❖ Essays for which all of the above answers prove satisfactory tend to receive grades in the B range

(B- = not as good as it should be; B = good; B+ = very good). The grade of A- is reserved for
excellent essays, as defined by the questions above; the grade of A is awarded only to outstanding
essays.


